Neural Network Based Multi-Agent Semantic Web Content Mining

Abstract:
As with the rapid increase of the huge amount of online information, there is a strong demand for Information retrieving from the web which helps to discover some useful knowledge from Web documents. Single agent is unable to retrieve the information from multiple searching tools. Multi-agent neural network system is an effective solution to large scale Web mining. In this paper, Multi-agent neural network system is applied to the Semantic Web content mining. This paper proposes Multi-agent neural network based framework for mining contents of semantic web, which would provide query relevant knowledge using clustering technique.
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1. Introduction
Due to the rapid increase of the huge amount of online information, there is a strong demand for Web text mining which helps people to discover some useful knowledge from Web documents. There are number of search tools available for retrieving the information, information agent called search tools used to build database indices for web information. But these approaches often causes unacceptable access delays under highly competitive access situations as in search tools. As the amount of information stored in the database indices increases, it leads to the unacceptable access delay problem. To overcome this problem meta search services is used.

Meta search service retrieve the information from multiple search tools. But this technique also have a problem, i.e. multiple source problem means if there exist multiple search tool then the question arises to which source the given query be submitted to retrieve the information. To solve this question neural network is used. In this, the internal neural network mechanism discovers the search tools from which the associated information for the query is retrieved.

The single agent approach is impractical for large scale information using the Multi-Agent approach. In this IR system number of agents collaboratively retrieves the desired information from the distributed web search tools. Multi agent neural network system is solution to the large web text mining. A multi-agent system is one in which a number of agents cooperates and interact with each other in a complex and distributed environment.

Web mining [11] can be defined as mining of the World Wide Web (WWW) to find useful knowledge about user behavior, content, and
structure of the web. Web Content Mining focuses on extracting knowledge from the contents or their descriptions. It involves techniques for summarizing, classification and clustering of the web contents. It can provide useful and interesting patterns about user needs and contribution behavior. In this paper, the neural network is applied using multi-agent for semantic web content mining. In the present era of WWW, the user is more interested in getting useful, relevant and knowledge oriented contents from the WWW. The paradigm is shifting from demand of information to demand for knowledge. Web content mining when applied on semantic web contents can lead to discovery of knowledge that could be provided to end users to better serve their requirements.

2. Problem Definition

As web mining is complex process to obtain required information from internet, Web content mining process extract the knowledge from their description using the clustering technique. It can provide useful and interesting patterns about user needs and contribution behavior. Users are in need of systems to help them cope with the large amount of information available on the Web. Examples of such systems include Web search engines, meta-search engines, multi-agent systems and information filtering systems. Paper focuses on Multi-agent neural network based framework for mining contents of semantic web, which would provide query relevant knowledge using clustering technique. As the single agent information is unable to retrieve the information from multiple search tools on the web, multi-agent information approach using neural network for semantic web content mining have been used.

3. Related Work

Choi, Y.S. and Yoo, S.I. [1] et al. proposed multi agent learning approach to retrieve the web information using neural network. James A. Freeman, David M. Skapura, [5] uses the neural network for single agent but this have the problem of convergence as the number of search tools increases, the single agent information comes to have difficulty in training its neural network. Such problem is called ‘bounded rationality’ for single agent approach. This approach is impractical or inefficient for the multiple search tools, so the multi agent hierarchically organized multi-agent approach is proposed. In this system, information agents interacting with each other learn collaboratively about their environment from user’s feedback so that it can retrieve the desired information effectively from the distributed Web search tools. In this system, each information agent can dynamically join or leave the collaborative organization and the information sources are subject to asynchronous changes of their themes, contents, and structures.

Web mining [3][11] can be defined as mining of the WorldWideWeb (WWW) to find useful knowledge about user behavior, content, and structure of the web. C.Dimou, A.Batzios, A.L.Symeonidis and P.A.Mitkas [2][4] et al. proposed Agent based Focused crawlers (ABFC), the intelligent miners which selectively seek web pages that are most relevant to input information. Singh A [13] et al. proposed agent based framework for semantic web content mining which provide classification and clustering of the web content. This paper includes Interface agent, collection agent, content mining agent, Descriptive, semantic metadata agent, clustering agent and ontology database. Interface agent receive query given by user and passes it on to the collection agent explore query, ontology database for the meaning of phrase. Content mining agent work in coordination with indexes to extract knowledge from it. Clustering agent work on the table maintained by the Descriptive and semantic metadata agent. In this paper Clustering agent makes use of Hierarchical clustering algorithm for this purpose. The comprehensiveness of the ontology database can ensure context based information retrieval.

Fig. High level view of Semantic Web Mining System
Singh A., Juneja D. and Sharma A.K., et al.[14] uses Ontology to retrieve the information from web. Here ontology plays an important role in enhancing the efficiency of existing agent based focused crawlers [14]. Ontology is defined as a well organized knowledge scheme that represents high level background knowledge with concepts and relations [14] [15]. Ontology based crawling [10] eliminates simple keyword based crawling method as it introduces semantics/context for improving crawl efficiency in which a keyword is being searched . This work proposes an Ontology Driven Agent Based Focused Crawler that attempts to improve the efficiency of exiting ABFCs by introducing semantics in which a keyword is searched. ABFC follows the context-based approach that analyzes content of web page thereby reducing the redundant information and hence deduces the relevant information from a page. Tremendous growth of web-sites and text and multimedia contents on the WWW (World Wide Web) has lead to demand of a meta search engine -Anvish has learning neural network to classify and organize the search results. Anvish is further improved by expanding the current binary network into continuous network so that the Web pages can be ranked quantitatively.

Shu Bo and Kak Subhash[12] et al. proposed meta search engine-Anvish has learning neural network to classify and organize the search results. Anvish is further improved by expanding the current binary network into continuous network so that the Web pages can be ranked quantitatively.

4. Conclusion & Future Work

This work gives an overview of Multi-agent neural network system which is applied to the Semantic Web content mining with the aim to provide context based knowledge oriented results to the user. Web mining using neural network will lead to improved performance, reduced network traffic, and better results. However, implementation of this work is still under progress and is left as future work.
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